SCRIPT: DRAWING CIRCLES
I’m now going to show you how to make money longer term with YL. These numbers will NOT include
any bonuses you receive (no fast start, start living bonus or other bonuses YL offers) but only the unilevel commission. We are also going to use 100PV order since that is what is required to receive ALL
commissions, and the average order is higher than 100PV anyway, so this is a conservative approach we
will review.
So….As you look at the CIRCLES, you will place your name in the top circle.
Imagine this….You are super excited about the Young Living products, you love sharing them with others,
st
and you are excited to grow your own business. During the 1 year you help many people begin their oily
journey and support them on their way. By the end of Year 1 you have 5 people who have decided that
they also want to build a business. They are each on Essential Rewards and are ordering
100PV(approximately $100) each month. When people on your level 1 order, Young Living compensates
you by giving you 8%. So at the end of year 1 you are earning $40 per month in Unilevel commissions.
Now these 5 new business builders repeat what you have been doing during your first year. They host inhome intro to oils workshops, have 1-on-1 meet-ups, and they invite people to LWN’s online conference
calls each month. They each help many people order their Premium Starter Kits….& support them month
to month. And by the end of year 2 these five business builders have found 5 people of their own who
are ready to grow a Young Living business. These builders are each ordering 100PV per month on
Essential Rewards and are excited to grow their own business. You will receive 5% from their monthly
orders, and so will receive $125 each month from Young Living, PLUS you still earn the $40 from your
Level One Business Builders. At the end of year 2 you will be earning $165 each month in unilevel
commissions. Keep in mind that this does not cover the Fast Start Bonus or the Rising Star Team Bonus.
And the circles continue…..
Level Three teammates are ordering 100PV each month on ER and you earn 4% of their orders. So you
will be earning $500 per month from YL, plus the $125, and plus the $40. So, not bad, to earn $665 per
month by the end of year 3. This can cover a car payment, insurance, house utilities, etc.
As the duplication continues and your oily team members share their passion for the YL products
……You will earn 4% off of your Level Four teammates, who are each ordering a 100PV on Essential
Rewards. So by the end of year 4 you will be earning $2500, plus the $500, plus the $125, plus the $40
per month. That totals $3165 each month, which you can imagine may provide you the opportunity to
consider going part-time or even quitting your present job.
Now we will take it down just 1 more level. And this is where it gets super amazing! Off of your Level 5
business builders you are making 4%, and because of the exponential growth….at the end of year five
you could be making $12,500, plus $2500, plus $500, plus $125, plus $40 per month, which totals
$15,665 PER MONTH in Unilevel comissions.
I don’t know where else I could get that kind of a raise in 5 years! And remember….This growth can
happen faster or slower based on your personal effort!

